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It’s a digital battle out there!
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With lots of uncertainty …
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Digital pythia…

APPLICATION?

CLOUD?
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SACRIFICES!

CONNECTIVITY?

NETWORK?



Dissolving uncertainty mist…with an omen of thousand eyes!
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Dissolving uncertainty mist…with an omen of thousand eyes!



With Cloud, SaaS and SDInternet is the New 

Legacy techniques (e.g. PCAP, Netflow) are ineffective 
in understanding public cloud environments and their 
connectivity to the rest of the world. 

Cloud is the New 
Datacenter

Dramatic Shift in ControlToday’s dramatic Shift in Control…
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With Cloud, SaaS and SD
on a best effort public Internet that is fragile, constantly 
changing and has no SLA. 

Internet is the New 
Network

Enterprises are struggling to understand and improve user 
experience for Off the shelf Apps (SaaS) and traditional 
APM code instrumentation does not work for SaaS. 

SaaS is the New 
Application Stack

With Cloud, SaaS and SD-WAN Enterprises heavily rely 

Legacy techniques (e.g. PCAP, Netflow) are ineffective 
in understanding public cloud environments and their 
connectivity to the rest of the world. 

Dramatic Shift in ControlToday’s dramatic Shift in Control…

With Cloud, SaaS and SD-WAN Enterprises heavily rely 
on a best effort public Internet that is fragile, constantly 
changing and has no SLA. 

Enterprises are struggling to understand and improve user 
experience for Off the shelf Apps (SaaS) and traditional 
APM code instrumentation does not work for SaaS. 



The Problem Landscape

Internet became the hub of everything connected
No good solution to monitor the performance of the Internet

Enterprise Data CenterEnterprise Branch
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Blind spot

Traditional solutions designed for DC environments and 
on-prem apps
• Packet capture
• SNMP polling

Internet became the hub of everything connected
No good solution to monitor the performance of the Internet

Internet Hosting/SaaS Provider

CD
N

IS
P

Blind spot

N P

Traditional solutions designed for DC environments and 



Deliver service assurance with end
employee and customer experience

Is it an ISP 
issue?

Service 
Disruption or 

Slowness

Deliver service assurance with end
employee and customer experience
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vManage

Remote 
Executive

(Micro-branch)

Is it an SDWAN 
issue ?

Public Internet

end-to-end visibility to maximize 
employee and customer experience

Is it a company 
network issue?

Data Center

end-to-end visibility to maximize 
employee and customer experience

Is it a Webex 
/ SaaS Issue?

Is it an 
application issue?

Is it a Data 
Center Issue?

Campus

Public Internet



ThousandEyes End to End Visibility

Data 
Center

Data 
Center

SaaS
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DNS 
Provider

Cloud Agents Enterprise Agents

Outside 
In

Inside Out
Inside In

End to End Visibility

DNS

Customer

IaaS

Security Provider

API

Endpoint AgentsEnterprise Agents

Employee
Experience



Understand the application and the network together
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Understand the application and the network together



Business Outcomes
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Enhance Visibility
Across the Enterprise, 
Internet, Cloud, SaaS

Allow teams to work 
fast and focus on 

what matters 

Allow teams to work 
fast and focus on 

what matters 

Accelerate digital 
transformation, offering 

best user experience



Cisco’s foundation for full stack observability
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Cisco’s foundation for full stack observability



The “Hamsa” benefit…

+ +
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AVAILABILITY 1
Operations Center

Next Generation Complete Monitoring aaS

Combining availability & Quality thresholding

Native support for docker & microservices

Faults early provisioning

Supervised 24x7x365
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Rapid, surgical response



We are a reliable and dynamic system integrator/service providerWe are a reliable and dynamic system integrator/service provider

We operate in ICT, Cybersecurity, Automation and MetrologyWe operate in ICT, Cybersecurity, Automation and Metrology

We are a healthy organization, in business for 35 years since 1986We are a healthy organization, in business for 35 years since 1986

70% of our revenue originates from services70% of our revenue originates from services

Algosystems at a Glance
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attle the Pythia effect with facts! 
Visibility, User Experience, Availability
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Visibility, User Experience, Availability…ααS!



We appreciate Your Time and Attention
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A: 206 Syggrou Ave., 176 72 Athens, Greece
E: welcome@algosystems.gr

T: (+30) 210 9548000  
W: www.algosystems

FOLLOW US 
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